
The preschool children  have been learning about emergencies, safety and people that help our 

community. In week 2, the Gawler Station Metropolitan  Fire Service visited preschool on two             

occasions. The firefighters talked to us about how to be safe if there is a fire and how we can call for 

help in an emergency by calling 000. We even got to have a turn squirting water from their hose, sit in 

the appliance and observe the water being sprayed from the top of the truck. As they left we got to 

listen to the siren. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the MFS visit, the children enjoyed wearing firefighter costumes and used equipment to continue 

sharing their experience. They pretended to drive the firetruck and of course, put out fires! Many     

children chose to paint and draw pictures of fire trucks. This enabled them to share their knowledge 

and the most memorable parts of the experience.  

Learning about fire and how to 

stay safe in an emergency. 
Stay down low and go, go, go! 

Rhiannen wearing the protective 

gear firefighters wear to stay safe 

when they put out fires. She said it 

was very heavy! 

We were lucky enough to squirt 

water from the big hose!  

Inside the ruck we saw the steering 

wheel and more equipment the       

firefighters use.  

Virginia Preschool 
Week 9, Term 2 



Many children’s grandparents and special people visited them at preschool on Grandparents Day 

in week 3. The children enjoyed showing their Grandparents and special people around the         

preschool, introducing them to their friends and engaging in some of their favourite activities         

together.  They displayed pride as they showed their grandparents and/or special people around 

preschool and invited them to play  and participate in their favourite experiences.  

 

 

 

 

Many children chose to share their wonderful work in their learning portfolios. The learning portfolios 

share samples of artwork, learning experiences, photos, concept knowledge and samples of early 

writing skills. Parents and families are welcome to view their child’s portfolio at anytime. 



We have been learning about healthy bodies this term at preschool. Children recognise that        

exercise and being active is important for their bodies. Our annual Walkathon was held over two 

days, and allowed all children to participate and to do their very best!  

 

 

During the Walkathon it was wonderful to see the children display persistence, enthusiasm,           

positivity, determination and teamwork as they completed their many laps. The children encour-

aged their peers and recognised their own achievements. Thank you to the parents and grandpar-

ents who were able to attend and helped to give children their stickers after each lap.  

 

Children enjoy exploring our outdoor environment. They are becoming  socially responsible and 

show respect it. Children notice changes and are drawn to items in the garden. Many children 

view natural environments with curiosity and partake on their own treasure hunt, finding soft     

feathers, shiny rocks and snails within leafy green plants. Loose parts including, pebbles, wood chips 

and shells facilitate opportunities to create small worlds, recreate places they have been to, learn 

about quantifying and patterning.  

“This is a beach.” 

Jacob “A fuffy feather!” 

Cherylynna 

“Searching for snails!” 

Fury 

Reconciliation is about unity and respect between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders and Non-

Indigenous Australians. Respect for their heritage and valuing justice and equity for all Australians. 

 

To celebrate Reconciliation Week we have been learning about         

inclusivity, diversity, getting along with others, reading Dreaming Stories 

and learning how to say hello in Kaurna “Nina Marni”. 



 

Two Green Tree Frogs were donated to the preschool from members of our school community. The 

children have been delighted to observe them and learn more about frogs. Many children            

anticipate looking at the frogs upon arrival, and become excited when they see them sitting on the 

rock! After each child voted, the frogs were named Belle and Bruce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a part of our Child Protection Curriculum, we have been learning about fair/unfair. We have 

been learning about pets and talking about their needs and wants. Photos of pets that the children 

have at home, helped to deeply consider how pets are cared for. The preschool children have 

identified the following 5 ‘needs’ that pets require from their carer to be healthy, safe and happy: 

 

Water and Food 

Shelter 

Love and care 

Grooming 

Exercise and play 

 

After much consideration, the children realised that the needs of pets are very similar to their own 

needs.  

Fairy soups and potions sparked many ideas and fostered the development of imagination. As    

children gathered their ingredients and created their soups and potions, they talked about       

measurement, they collaborated and took turns sharing the resources. Ingredients were gathered 

from our garden beds. Children were mindful to only take what they needed. They explored         

colours, textures and smells as they picked flowers and herbs. They made potions to fly, potions to 

turn anyone into a frog, and delicious soups for the fairies! 

 



Equipment including, hula hoops, balls, swings, stilts and trapeze’s have seen many children grow 

confidence and pride about their abilities. Madison, Varvara, Hayley an Abbey choose to try new 

tricks on the trapeze and share what they can already accomplish on a daily basis with their peers 

and educators. Many children also enjoy showing their peers how to do something with visual and 

verbal support and offering feedback and encouragement!  

 

 
Reminder: 

Photos and information are regularly updated on the Facebook page Virginia Preschool & Primary 

School. Click ‘like’ to receive updates of children’s learning.  


